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Equilibrium Shape of Si
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Small voids are formed in Si by MeV He implantation and annealing. We measure the equilibrium
shape of these voids and hence extract the surface energy curve y(0) for Si. y(111) is the global
minimum, with y(100) = 1.1y(111) and all other cusps on the surface being relatively small. The ex-
perimental y(0) is compared with theoretical predictions and earlier experiments. Step energies ob-
tained from dy/d0 are = 28+' 10 meV/atom on (100) and = 140~20 meV/atom on (111); these
values are compared with scanning tunneling microscopy experiments.

PACS numbers: 61.80.Jh, 61.16.Ch, 68.35.Bs

The equilibrium shape of a single crystal of Si remains
unknown. Knowledge of this shape requires complete
determination of the surface free energy function y(0).
Experimental data provide several pieces of the puzzle:
Thermal etching rates, faceting of miscut surfaces, and
step energetics are all known for some surfaces. But the
relative energies of the major facets have not yet been
determined with precision. Ambiguities arise partly be-
cause surface science experiments are usually restricted
to orientations close to a major crystal plane. Theoretical
values are widely scattered and depend strongly on calcu-
lation techniques. Since the relative energetics of dif-
ferent surfaces play an important part in controlling
rough growth morphologies, and since relative energies
are a powerful test of our understanding of surface struc-
ture, the determination of the surface free energy func-
tion is increasingly significant. Here, we measure the
equilibrium shape of voids formed by implantation of He
into Si, and extract the surface free energy curve y(0).

The problem is an old one that has been addressed by
many authors. Early experiments were hampered by
questions regarding the role played by residual vacuum
contaminants and defects in altering effects seen in

thermal etching and annealing. Metals such as Pb proved
amenable to experiments where deposited films were al-
lowed to ball up and their shape was determined in detail
[1]. For Si, oxidation and SiO desorption precluded simi-
lar studies, and interface energetics were determined by
fracture [2], growth morphology [3,4], or implantation of
noble gases [5]. This left a situation of some confusion
and very little quantitative information. While fracture
measurements access absolute surface energies (this is
the only simple experimental technique for such measure-
ments), only the (111) fracture surface can be measured
[2]. The reconstruction is unknown, although the
relevant surface energy is probably the cleaved (111)
2&&1 surface [6]. Relative surface energies cannot be ex-
tracted from studies of growth morphology, but the ob-
servation of [311]growth facets on (111)growth surfaces
[3] was used to suggest that [311]was a fairly low energy
surface. Implantation of Ar, Kr, and Xe into Si [5]
leaves gas-filled bubbles in a polycrystalline or heavily
damaged matrix. The internal noble-gas pressure in the

bubble (estimated as =1000 atm) plays an unknown
role, but probably favors more spherical shapes. More-
over, bubble shapes observed in these systems were ex-
tremely nonuniform, so that while the authors concluded
that {II I], [100], and [311] were all low energy and
[111]was probably lowest, there was no attempt at quan-
titative comparison and the relative surface energies
could not be extracted from a Wulff construction.

Recently, interest in noble gas implantation has been
renewed by a series of experiments on He in Si [7]. Two
important differences from heavier gas implants are ap-
parent. First, the degree of implantation damage can be
reduced so that samples are never fully amorphized dur-
ing implantation and annealed samples are never poly-
crystalline. Second, He diffusion in Si is sufticiently fast
to allow all the He to diffuse out of the free surface dur-
ing a subsequent anneal, leaving voids rather than He
bubbles [7]. Thus if we can anneal He-implanted sam-
ples at a high enough temperature so that diffusion
around the internal surfaces of the voids is sufficient, all
voids should attain the equilibrium shape. The Wulff
construction can then be used to extract the complete sur-
face free energy plot of Si. There are two important ap-
proximations to be made in extracting the y(0) plot from
the WulA construction; first that the internal void shape
is identical to the external crystal shape, and second that
the void is sufficiently large for corner energy terms to be
negligible compared to surface energy terms. These two
approximations turn out to be equivalent (in the large-
void limit the void shape is identical to crystal shape).
The void sizes studied here lie at the limit of validity of
these approximations. For a void diameter = 100
atoms at corner intersections represent = 1% of the total
number of surface atoms. This will mean that the gen-
eral void shape (large facets) will accurately reIIect y(0),
but the details of the shape near the corners must be in-
terpreted with caution. (For details of this and other
subtleties in relating shape to surface free energy the
reader is referred to Herring s classic description [8].)

Si surface diffusion has been studied for individual
adatoms down to room temperature with a relatively
small (0.6 eV) activation energy [9]. However, to equili-
brate a bulk shape such as a void we require adatom re-
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moval from steps, a considerably more energetic process.
Measurements of the annealing of surface roughness on a
= 100 A length scale [10] show that a 100 A object can
be completely annealed (into a flat surface in the rough-
ness experiment) in a 10 min anneal at 400'C. The rate
increases with a = 3.5 eV activation energy, a value close
to the vacancy formation energy in Si. This is consistent
with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) data on
Ostwald ripening of step distributions produced by depo-
sition [11]. 400-500'C anneals for 10 min should thus
easily allow full equilibration of voids with radii up to 500
A. Complete removal of He from the initial bubbles
turns out to be a more rigorous condition, requiring a
700'C, 1 h anneal [7]. In addition to full equilibration
and He removal, we also require negligible interactions
with the Si surface (i.e., high energy He implantation)
and minimum ion implantation damage and void-void in-
teractions (low-dose, elevated-temperature implants).
Since the He diAusion length is = 1 mm for 700 C, 1 h

anneal, the implant energy, and hence the depth, should
not have a significant eAect on the He removal. The ex-
periments described here were carried out using 1.2 MeV
He implantation at 200-350 'C into Czochralski or
float-zone (100) Si at doses of =10' cm, with the
dose, temperature, and subsequent anneal being opti-
mized for shape equilibration.

The criteria for assuring that one has equilibrium
shapes are well established [1,8]: All shapes must be
identical, shape should be size independent, and small ob-
jects should attain this shape first. In our study a series
of anneals was carried out with the resulting microstruc-
ture being examined by transmission electron microscopy
of' (011) cross sections prepared by mechanical polishing
and Ar-ion milling. As-implanted samples showed a
thick region ( = 4 pm) of undamaged Si above a 0.5 pm
thick heavily damaged He-containing layer. Samples im-
planted at room temperature showed phase separation in

this region into layers of amorphous Si containing He
bubbles and bubble-free crystalline Si. Subsequent vacu-
um annealing (of bulk samples) in 10 Torr led to
well-isolated voids at a density of = 10' cm within a
fully crystalline matrix containing a moderate density of
stacking faults and dislocations (=10 cm ); this void-
ed layer was again separated from the surface by an un-

damaged layer 4 pm thick. This Si matrix appears to be
of higher crystalline quality than comparable studies of
low-energy high-concentration He implants [7], as ex-
pected. Shapes were examined using Fresnel contrast
and high resolution. Fresnel images were recorded at a
400 symmetric three-beam diA'raction condition as close
as possible to the [011] zone axis (a weakly diffracting
condition so that Fresnel contrast dominated, with all
{hkkj planes nearly vertical); through-focal series were
used to determine the Fresnel fringe position in the
small-defocus limit. High-resolution through-focal series
allowed selection of optimum contrast with improved spa-
tial resolution, but Fresnel fringe images of regions of
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thick cross section gave a far better statistical picture of
any variations in void shape, and also allowed projection
of the voids onto the high-tilt [010] and [111]directions.

Figure 1 shows a typical void shape for a sample an-
nealed at 700 C for 1 h in which void shape variations
were minimized and could be associated with void pin-
ning at defects (as opposed to any systematic size depen-
dence). All voids showed the same broad features: large
flat {11 1 j facets, smaller curved {100j facets, and no
detectable {110j or {311j facets (although these facets
could be observed on some irregularly shaped voids,
presumably at defects). The equilibrium shape of Si is

thus (to a good approximation) a tetrakaidecahedron.
Examination of images at [010] and [111]compared weil
with the expected projection of a tetrakaidecahedron (al-
though since {hkkj facets are dominating the shape, these
images are less striking). The critical point to emphasize
here is the apparent lack of sharp corners on these shapes.
While we will discuss this in more detail later, a fully
rounded shape is an essential criterion for the full y plot
to be represented in the equilibrium shape. This means
that the WulA construction can be reversed to find the
surface energy at all orientations around the shape.

We now move to extracting quantitative data on the
surface free energy from these void shapes via the WulA'

construction [8]. The Wulfl' point ("center of mass") of
a void is then defined as the intersection point of the per-
pendicular bisectors of two {11 lj facets: For the tetra-
kaidecahedron of Si voids this point also coincides with
the intersection of the bisector of either {100j facet.
Since there are no sharp facet intersections we can now
measure the void radius r; to each of the surface orienta-
tions i and then extract the relative y; for each orienta-
tion using the fact that y;/r; =const for a surface without
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FIG. 1. The equilibrium shape of Si. Typical annealed void
shape imaged in high resolution down (110) axis. Void is small
enough to be completely enclosed in transmission electron mi-
croscopy cross section. Note flat {I1 1 j facets and rounded
{100] facets, and curved facet intersections at [l00j and near
[31 tj.
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FIG. 2. The surface energy plot y(8) for Si. Surface energy
ratios extracted by reverse Wulff construction from voids such
as that in Fig. l. Averaged over three particles and sym-
metrized on the assumption that {110]and {001}are both mir-
ror planes.
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sharp intersections. In practice, we measure radii with a
2' spacing, and average the data over several voids and
several symmetry-equivalent orientations of the void.
While all voids show similar shapes to the eye, very small
changes in the shape make very significant modifications
to the values extracted for surface free energy ratios.

An averaged and symmetrized y(0) plot is shown in

Fig. 2, where we have normalized the relative energies to
the {I1 1 j. The average is taken over three voids; the
void-to-void variation in y(0) for a given orientation is
+ 8%. This free energy plot obviously carries the same
qualitative features evident from the shape alone: {II 1 j
is the most stable surface, {100j is the only other marked
minimum in free energy, and the cusp at {11 lj is steeper
(i.e. , higher step energy). Now, however, we can quanti-
fy these qualitative statements. The most stable surface
is {I1 1 j with the next lowest being {100j,a factor of 1.11
higher in energy. The {311jis slightly higher than {100j
[1.12y(111)] and does not have a detectable cusp,
while {IIOj is the highest-energy {hkkj orientation
[1.16y(111)]. Repeating the averaging procedure for a
diA'erent set of voids yields qualitatively similar results
(minima at {100jand {11 lj, maxima at {110j,with {II lj
by far the dominant cusp), but suggests that quantitative
values [such as the y(100)/y(111) ratio] may vary (from
= 1.10 to = 1.15).

These measurements thus represent the first determina-
tion of relative surface energies in Si, to 5%. The ab-
solute scale on Fig. 2 can be set using 3accodine's deter-
mination of y(111)=1.23 Jm from fracture experi-
ments [2]. While this strictly applies only to the 2x 1

reconstruction formed on fracture surfaces [6], theoreti-
cal calculations suggest [12] that energy differences be-
tween the possible (111) reconstructions are fairly small
(= 10%), so this can be used to provide a quantitative es-

TABLE I. Surface energies of the major {hkkj facets of Si
from Fig. 2 [normalized with respect to (111) using Jaccodine's
value [2]] with comparison to tight-binding calculations (Wil-
son, Todd, and Sutton [13]), and molecular dynamics with

empirical potentials (Gilmer and Bakker [14], using Stillinger-
Weber potential). Not all the calculations given here are for
the experimentally observed reconstruction. We have estimated
the {311]surface energy from [14] by interpolation.

Facet

(111)
(1oo)
(311)
(11O)

Energy (J m )

1.23
1.36
1.38
1.43

Theory [13]

1.41
1.34
1.378
1.573

Theory [14]

1.405
1.488

= 1.48
1.721
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timate of all surface energies of Si. Hence we deduce the
set of surface energies of Si sho~n in Table I. These
values can be compared with theory (those papers where
a single set of calculations has been performed for several
orientations [13,14]). It seems clear that no current cal-
culations provide a good match to the experimental data,
and that the more sophisticated calculations are far from
explaining even the most basic elements of the shape.

In addition to surface energies, the quantitative data in

Fig. 2 allow us to study dy/dO on the different surfaces,
and thereby obtain information on steps. The discon-
tinuity in dy/dO at the cusp on a surface is a measure of
the step energy A(dy/d8) =2P/a, where h(dy/d8) is the
discontinuity, P is the step energy, and a is the step height
[15]. In the cusps on {I1 1 j and {100j we see discontinui-
ties of A(dy/d8) =0.6y(111)/rad and 0.12y(111)/rad,
respectively. Substituting 3accodine's absolute value for
y(111), and step heights of 3.13 and 1.36 A, the mea-
sured faceting on the equilibrium shape suggests step en-
ergies of 5.7x10 '' and 1.0x 10 '' Jm ' for the [1 1 lj
and {100j facets, respectively (for steps along [110], the
significant step direction for both surfaces). These
translate into atom energies (for each step atom) of 0.14
eV/atom (111) and 0.023 eV/atom (100). [Note that al-
though Fig. 2 gives us y(8)/y(l I 1) to within ~5%, step
energies rely on d y(e), which is determined only to
within +. 30%.] For Si(100) we can compare with step
energies previously determined from STM data (at ap-
proximately the same temperature) of 0.028 +' 0.002
eV/atom (low-energy "s~" step) and 0.09 eV/atom
(high-energy "sz" step) [16]. The values obtained from
our equilibrium shape determination thus appear to be
close to that for the lower-energy step (as would be ex-
pected for an equilibrium step distribution), and provide
confirmatory evidence for a step energy higher than that
given by theoretical calculations (0.01 eV/atom [17]).
For steps on (111) there appear to be no previous experi-
mental measurements, although it may be estimated from
thermally excited step distributions to be large (i.e. , ) 70
meV/atom) [18].

Finally, we discuss the qualitative form of the equilibri-
um shape. Given that only {I1 lj and {100j facets are
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large on the equilibrium shape, the question arises as to
whether {311}and {110}orientations are present. The
images appear to show rounded intersections at both
{100}/{11 I} intersections (close to {311})and {111}/{111}
intersections ({110}). If these intersections are truly
rounded then it follows [8] that although the energy of
these surfaces is high relative to the other facets, both
surfaces will be thermodynamically stable at these tem-
peratures, and will not thermally etch onto the
{111}/{100}combination. A secondary question is wheth-
er these orientations correspond to small cusps in the sur-
face free energy function. Here we encounter problems
associated with the small void diameter and consequently
large proportion of facet-corner atoms. On atomic scales,
derivative terms will force some rounding [8], and it is
clear that these length scales are significant for the {110}
and {311}surfaces. However, it is relatively easy now to
invoke thermal etching data to demonstrate that {110}
and {311}facets are stable. Since both {311}and {110}
surfaces can be induced as facets in thermal annealing
[19],we deduce that these orientations must have a small
minimum in y(0). This means that a sufficiently large
void would show small but measurable facets in these
orientations in the shape (Fig. 1) and corresponding
small minima in 7(0) (Fig. 2). Since the rounding intro-
duced by derivative terms is small spatially, this will in-
troduce minima in Fig. 2 at {110}and {311},but will not
significantly affect the values determined for the energies
of these surfaces given in Table I. For example, simple
geometry shows that if y(311) (1.13y(111) then a
(311) facet larger than the reconstructed unit cell for this
surface would be visible in Fig. 1.

It is also worth noting that although {100}and {111}
are by far the dominant minima in y(0), the appearance
of {311}in Si growth morphology is widespread. We
have reexamined Si growth on C-contaminated surfaces
[19,20] because of questions regarding the vacuum in

earlier growth experiments [3,4]; it is simple to confirm
that growth of Si islands on (100) invariably leads to
strong {311}/(100)faceting even in vacuum of = 10
Torr. If there is indeed only a very small cusp in y(0) at
{311},the explanation for this must lie with the fact that
a growth island has to make a transition from convex to
concave shape at the island edge, Si being constrained to
have a zero contact angle with Si. This then strongly
favors the presence of facets that make small but finite
angles with the surface, and means that the {311}facets
in either (100) or (111) growth islands can be far more
significant than those in the equilibrium shape. Similar
conclusions apply to {110}facets, although very few au-
thors have suggested that {110}is an unusually stable
facet for Si. Our data on the equilibrium shape are thus
perfectly consistent with all previous thermal etching ex-
periments, with the exception that data on facets in an-
nealing experiments imply small but finite cusps in y(0)
at {110}and {311}.

In conclusion, we have measured the equilibrium shape
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of Si, and hence the complete surface free energy func-
tion y(0). The shape of annealed voids formed by He
implantation is an approximate tetrakaidecahedron dom-
inated by {100}/{111}facets. Existing theory does not
agree with the experimentally determined Si surface en-
ergy ratios for different orientations. The results reported
here are consistent with all previous thermal etching stud-
ies. Calculating d7/d0 allows us to estimate step energies
for important surfaces, and the values for (100) obtained
in this way compare well with available STM data.
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